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1. Introduction and Background

The dynamic pickup and delivery problem (DPDP) can be formulated as a set of transportation requests (identified by pickup and delivery locations) that are served by a fleet of vehicles initially located at several depots. The dynamic dimension appears when a subset of the requests is not known in advance; therefore, such requests have to be scheduled for service in real time, at the instant they call. The DPDP is now of great interest for practitioners and researchers because of the development and implementation of efficient online optimization tools; this fact is crucial for the emerging improvement in the quality of the formulation solutions. The DPDP has been intensely studied over the last 20 years (Psaraftis 1980, 1988; Bertsimas and Van Ryzin 1991; Bertsimas and Van Ryzin 1993a, b; Kleywegt and Papastavrou 1998; Gendreau et al. 1999; Swihart and Papastavrou 1999; Larsen 2000; Thomas and White 2004). The output of such a problem should be a set of routes for all of the vehicles, which change dynamically over time. The solution of a DPDP can be linked with the control of a typical dial-a-ride system (DRS), where the dispatcher has to make routing decisions for a fixed fleet of vehicles with limited capacity, operating in a real-time service where the demand (represented by passengers) is unknown in advance. Eksioglu, Volkan, and Reisman (2009) and Berbeglia, Cordeau, and Laporte (2010) presented comprehensive reviews of DPDP, dial-a-ride applications, and solution methods.

Xiang, Chu, and Chen (2008) studied a DRS by considering a complex set of constraints on a time-dependent network. With regard to real applications, Madsen, Raven, and Rygaard (1995) adapted the insertion heuristics by Jaw et al. (1986) to solve a real-life problem for moving elderly and handicapped people in Copenhagen, and Dial (1995) proposed an approach to the many-to-few dial-a-ride transit operation ADART (Autonomous Dial-a-Ride Transit), which is currently implemented in Corpus Christi, Texas. Gendreau et al. (1999) modified the tabu-search heuristics to solve the dynamic vehicle routing problem (DVRP) with soft time windows in an effort to find a solution method that will handle different DVRPs. More sophisticated tabu-search methods were recently developed, such as granular tabu search (Toth and
In the literature, most of the applications using such methods (namely, PSO and GA) solve static cases, or vehicle routing problems (VRP) that neither include explicitly the dynamic behavior of the system, nor a reasonable set of future realizations of the stochastic demand. Specifically, GAs have been applied for various VRPs, considering different chromosome representations and genetic operators depending on the particular problem: Skrlc, Filipec, and Krjačar (1997), for the single vehicle capacitated VRP; Haghani and Jung (2005), for the multivehicle DVRP with time-dependent travel time and soft time windows. Zhu et al. (2006) proposed an adapted PSO algorithm to solve a static VRP with time windows. Jih and Hsu (1999) and Osman, Abo-Sinna, and Mousa (2005) presented a successful comparison of the GA against dynamic programming in terms of computation time; the former solved the DVRP with time windows and capacity constraints and the latter solved a multiobjective VRP. Ant colony methods, a metaheuristic inspired by the behavior of real ant colonies, have also been applied to solve DVRP (Montemanni et al. 2005; Dréo et al. 2006).

In the current work, the main objective is to present an efficient and systematic ad-hoc methodology to solve the HPC formulation of the DPDP based on generic evolutionary algorithms. The solution scheme will help dispatchers of the dial-a-ride service, where efficient real-time solutions are needed quickly to make the system work. Specific implementations of GA and PSO will result in several variants of the generic evolutionary algorithms. In addition, a multiobjective approach for tuning the parameters of the proposed evolutionary algorithms is presented. The multiobjective feature arises for deciding the parameters with the best trade-off between performance and computation time required for real applications. A detailed analysis of the accuracy and computational time is conducted, which can be extended to other complex nonlinear engineering problems containing mixed integers and continuous variables.

In §2, a summary of the problem statement proposed by Cortés et al. (2009) is presented, which is the starting point for the methodology based on generic evolutionary algorithms proposed in this work. In §3 we present the ad-hoc methodology, the PSO and GA configurations used within, and the parameter tuning based on multiobjective optimization. Next, in §4 a detailed computational analysis and comparison of the configurations of PSO and GA are carried out based on simulations. Finally, conclusions, remarks, and further research are presented in §5.

2. Problem Statement

2.1. General Description

In the context of control theory, the notion of hybrid systems arises when the problem conditions are characterized by both continuous and discrete/integer variables. In the last two decades, hybrid systems have been studied more intensely by researchers from several study areas, such as computer science and automatic control (see for example Bemporad and Morari 1999; Hegyi, De Schutter, and Hellendoorn 2005; Karer et al. 2007a, b; Núñez et al. 2009). Specifically, hybrid systems can be expressed as a nonlinear state space model given by

\[ x(k+1) = f(x(k), u(k)), \]
\[ y(k) = g(x(k), u(k)), \]

where \( x(k) \) are the continuous and/or discrete (integer) state space variables, \( u(k) \) are the continuous and/or discrete input or manipulated variables, \( y(k) \) define the continuous and/or discrete system outputs and \( f(\cdot, \cdot) \), \( g(\cdot, \cdot) \) are piecewise nonlinear functions. In
general, a hybrid predictive control controller minimizes the following generic objective function:

$$
\min_{u(k), \ldots, u(k+N_u-1)} J(u(k), \ldots, u(k+N_u-1), \hat{x}(k+1), \ldots, \hat{x}(k+N), \hat{y}(k+1), \ldots, \hat{y}(k+N)),
$$

where $J$ is an objective function, $k$ is the current time, $N$ is the prediction horizon, $N_u$ is the control horizon, $\hat{x}(k+t)$, $\hat{y}(k+t)$ are the expected state space vector and the expected system output at instant $k+t$, respectively, and $[u(k)^T, \ldots, u(k+N_u-1)]^T$ represents the control sequence, which corresponds to the set of optimization variables. Once expression (2) is optimized, only the first element of the control vector $u(k)$ is used to update the system conditions, based on the receding horizon methodology.

Conceptually, the HPC framework to model the DPDP incorporates stochasticity into the routing dispatch rules by considering the impact of future reassignments on the performance of already-scheduled customers (Cortés et al. 2009). The stochastic prediction allows the dispatcher to incorporate a more realistic and robust measure of effective travel (waiting) time experienced by the users into the decision objective function.

We consider a fleet of $F$ vehicles, which are dynamically routed over an influence area $A$. The demand for service is unknown and is revealed in real time. Quick routing and scheduling decisions are required to handle the demand with the available vehicles. At any time $k$, each vehicle $j$ is assigned to follow a sequence of pickups and deliveries (control action), and can be represented by the function $S_j(k)$, where the $i$th element of the sequence represents the $i$th stop of vehicle $j$ along its route, and $w_j(k)$ is the total number of stops. A stop is defined by a user who requires the service (it could be its pickup or delivery). The initial condition $s_j^0(k)$ corresponds to the position of vehicle $j$ at instant time $k$. The set of sequences $S(k) = [S_j(k)^T, \ldots, S_j(k)^T, \ldots, S_j(k)^T]^T$ associated with the fleet of vehicles correspond to the control (manipulated) variable $u(k)$. The sequence of stops assigned to vehicle $j$ at instant $k$, $S_j(k)$, is given by

$$
S_j(k) = \begin{bmatrix}
    s_j^0(k) \\
    s_j^1(k) \\
    \vdots \\
    s_j^{w_j(k)}(k)
\end{bmatrix}
$$

where $r_j^i(k)$ is a binary variable defined as follows:

$$
r_j^i(k) = \begin{cases}
    1 & \text{if stop } i \text{ belonging to } S_j(k) \text{ is a pick-up} \\
    0 & \text{if stop } i \text{ belonging to } S_j(k) \text{ is a delivery}.
\end{cases}
$$

The first and second columns represent a pair identifying if stop $i$ is either a pickup [1 0] or a delivery [0 1], respectively. The third column of the $S_j(k)$ matrix represents the external travel time function, where $\Gamma_j^i(k)$ is the expected total travel time between points $i-1$ and $i$ plus the transfer operation delay at node $i$. For simulation purposes, we assume that the position of the vehicles can be measured or estimated at any moment. The last column $label_j^i$ keeps the passenger identifier, which is needed to check the feasibility of the sequence in terms of precedence (the pickup must occur before the delivery of the same client).

When the dispatcher makes a decision, first the passengers are assigned to a certain vehicle, and then they are inserted within the sequence of task that the vehicle follows. Figure 1 shows an example of a sequence for a vehicle $j$. Users labeled as “1,” “2,” and “3” are assigned to vehicle $j$. The sequence assigned considers to pickup user “label$_j^1(k)$ = 1” (coordinate 1$^+$), then to pickup user “label$_j^2(k) = 2$” (coordinate 3$^+$), then to delivery user “label$_j^3(k) = 1$” (coordinate 1$^-$) and so on.

Vehicles will travel according to the predefined sequence vector $S(k-1)$ while no new calls are received. When a new service request is received, the dispatcher calculates the control sequence in the next step $S(k)$ for the fleet of vehicles, adding the stops indicated by the new customer. Then, each sequence $S_j(k)$ remains fixed during the whole time interval $(k, k+1)$, unless a vehicle reaches a predefined pickup or delivery stop during such an interval, in which case its sequence will decrease in size showing that the scheduled task has been accomplished. Thus, in this scheme the problem is formulated in terms of a variable time step (triggered by events), which represents the time interval between two consecutive requests,

$$
S_j(k-1) \equiv [1^+ \rightarrow 3^+ \rightarrow 1^- \rightarrow 2^+ \rightarrow 2^- \rightarrow 3^-]
$$

![Figure 1](Color online) Representation of a Sequence of Vehicle $j$ and Its Stops
that is to say, the predictive controller takes a routing decision when a new call enters the system.

2.2. Predictive Dynamic Model and Objective Function

In the DPDP the state space variables include the clock time of departure \( T_j(k) \) and the vehicle load \( L_j(k) \), after vehicle \( j \) leaves stop \( i \), both computed at instant \( k \). At this point, let us define, for each vehicle \( j \in V \), the load and departure time vectors as follows:

\[
L_j(k) = \left[ L_j^0(k) \ L_j^1(k) \ldots L_j^{w(j-1)}(k) \right]^T_{(w(j-1)+1) \times 1}, \quad (4)
\]

\[
T_j(k) = \left[ T_j^0(k) \ T_j^1(k) \ldots T_j^{w(j-1)}(k) \right]^T_{(w(j-1)+1) \times 1}. \quad (5)
\]

Thus, the set of state space variables for the entire system at instant \( k \) can be written as \( x(k) = [L(k)^T, T(k)^T]^T \), where \( L(k) \) and \( T(k) \) represent the set of load and departure time vectors, respectively, \( L(k) = [L_1(k)^T, \ldots, L_k(k)^T, \ldots, L_F(k)^T]^T \) and \( T(k) = [T_1(k)^T, \ldots, T_j(k)^T, \ldots, T_F(k)^T]^T \). The output set \( y(k) \) is represented by the vector of observed departure times of vehicles at stops, \( T(k) \).

In the HPC approach, a dynamic model based on state space representation for both the vehicle load and the departure time at stops (as a function of segment travel times) is considered (Cortés et al. 2009). Both the clock time of departure \( T_j(k) \) and the vehicle load \( L_j(k) \) are stochastic variables, because they depend on the evolution of the system affected by uncertain demand. Therefore, and in order to work with deterministic values, reasonable estimations of the load and departure time vectors have to be obtained. The prediction when a new request occurred is given by the expected value of the state space vector for vehicle \( j \), \( \tilde{x}_j(k+1) \). Analytically,

\[
\tilde{x}_j(k+1) = \begin{bmatrix} E[L_j(k+1)/k] \\ E[T_j(k+1)/k] \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \hat{L}_j(k+1) \\ \hat{T}_j(k+1) \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} f_L(L_j(k), S_j(k)) \\ f_T(T_j(k), S_j(k)) \end{bmatrix} \forall j = 1, \ldots, F, \quad (6)
\]

where the functions \( f_L \) and \( f_T \) are the state space model defined in Appendix A.

Once the optimization is conducted, the proposed vehicle sequences and state space variables must satisfy a set of constraints given by the real conditions of the dial-a-ride system. Specifically, we must consider precedence and consistency constraints (pickup location goes before the delivery for the same client) in the solution of the HPC problem to generate only feasible sequences.

The central dispatcher (controller) computes the control decisions, by means of the minimization of an objective function and predictions, for the entire control horizon \( N_u = N \) (\( N \) is the prediction horizon), i.e., \( S_{k+N} = [S(k)^T, \ldots, S(k+N-1)^T]^T \), and applies the updated sequence set \( S(k) \) based on a receding horizon strategy. The optimization variables are the current sequence that incorporate the new request, and the future sequences that incorporate the prediction of future requests. Thus, the objective function comprises all of the scenarios \( h \) that consists of the sequential occurrence of \( N-1 \) estimated future request, with a probability \( p_h \). The scenarios are obtained from historical data. Therefore, a reasonable prediction horizon \( N \) can be defined depending on the intensity of unknown events that enter the system in real time and on how good the prediction model is. If the prediction horizon is longer than one, the controller will add the future behavior of the system into the current decision. The performance of the vehicle routing scheme will depend on how well the objective function can predict the impact of possible rerouting due to insertions caused by unknown service requests. Analytically, a mono-objective function for a prediction horizon \( N \), can be written as follows:

\[
\min_{S_{k+N}} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{F} \sum_{h=1}^{H(k+i)} p_h(k+t)(C_j(k+t) - C_j(k+t-1)) \quad (7)
\]

where

\[
C_j(k+t) = \sum_{i=1}^{w_j(k+t)} \left[ \tilde{t}_{ij}^{(i+1)}(k+t) - \hat{T}_j(k+t) \right] + z'(k+t)(\hat{T}_j(k+t) - T_j^0(k+t)), \quad (8)
\]

where \( k + t \) is the instant at which the \( t \)th request enters the system, measured from instant \( k \), \( H(k+t) \) is the number of requests’ patterns at instant \( k + t \), \( p_h(k+t) \) is the probability of occurrence of the \( h \)th request pattern, associated with a trip pattern related to a specific pair of zones. The patterns and \( p_h(k+t) \) are calculated based on real-time or historical data, or a combination of both. This formulation is robust in the sense that different realizations of the stochastic demands are considered in the objective function. In Sáez, Cortés, and Núñez (2008) a zoning based on fuzzy clustering is designed, in which the estimation of trip patterns is systematized. The first term of (8) is related with the travel time of users, and the second term with the waiting time.

In Figure 2, the scheme for the HPC of the dial-a-ride system is presented. Note that the optimization problem associated with the HPC strategy will be solved using evolutionary algorithms as we explain in §3.

3. Solution Algorithms

For solving the optimization problem given by the objective function defined in (7) within the proposed HPC strategy applied to the dial-a-ride system
described in §2, we propose a new ad-hoc methodology based on generic evolutionary algorithms. The generic evolutionary algorithms to be used are described in Figure 3.

Evolutionary algorithms consist of a population where each member represents or encodes a solution of a given problem, and the quality of a solution (and indeed the member) is evaluated with a fitness function, which is directly related to the objective function. The members of the population evolve over the different iterations according to the operators of the algorithm (evolutionary stage). At the end of the algorithm, which, for instance, can be decided by reaching a maximum number of iterations, the solution to the problem is the one stored as the best member of the population (which may be the optimal or a suboptimal solution). In this work, PSO and GA evolutionary optimization algorithms are considered.

These evolutionary algorithms are used inside the ad-hoc methodology to solve the HPC of the dial-a-ride system (HPC-EA-DRS), and as such, they are used to find good insertion positions of the requests.

The ad-hoc methodology for the HPC of the dial-a-ride system has been designed based on the particular structure of the problem, and is presented next.

3.1. Methodology Based on Evolutionary Algorithms (EA)

In this section, we present the developed methodology based on evolutionary algorithms to solve the hybrid predictive control for the dial-a-ride system for the two-steps ahead prediction problem within the HPC formulation described in §2.

As shown in expression (7), the objective function of the optimization problem depends not only on the current assignment for pickup and delivery but also on the expected future requests. Then, in order to find a good assignment for a given incoming request, it is necessary to compute optimal or near-optimal assignments for expected future requests in the next prediction step, assuming the sequence in the previous step is known. Thus, a two-level algorithm is considered; at each level, an evolutionary algorithm as that schematically presented in Figure 3 is executed, where the solutions represent the insertion positions (or the sequence) for the incoming request.

The first level solves the optimization for the insertion positions of the incoming call based on the proposed objective function shown in (7). The second level determines the positions associated with the expected future requests, using the sequences generated in the first level. The two-level procedure is conducted for every vehicle to determine the vehicle experiencing the lowest insertion cost (based on the objective function). The main reason for running the procedure separately for each vehicle is because different vehicles have different sequence lengths, which makes a consistent design of the solutions’ encoding difficult when applied to different vehicles.

Each member of the population of the chosen evolutionary algorithm represents a candidate solution for the insertion positions of a request for a given vehicle $j$. The insertion positions are defined as $\theta = (pu, dc)$, where $pu$ represents the position of the pickup, and $dc$ is the position of the delivery. The decoded sequence based on (3) is

$$s_j^d(k) = \begin{bmatrix} s_j^{pu}(k) \\ \vdots \\ s_j^{dc}(k) \\ \vdots \\ s_j^{de}(k) \end{bmatrix}$$
The particular encodings of the insertion positions associated with each method, as well as the repair strategies designed to handle unfeasible solutions, are defined in §3.2.

For a specific vehicle, the first level considers the insertion positions of the incoming call; the fitness function for the first level \( f_{1st\text{level}}(k) \) is given by the objective function associated with the whole optimization problem, as defined in (7). As this objective function considers the insertion costs of the expected future requests, the second level of the algorithm must be run inside the objective function computation step of the first level in order to find near-optimal insertion positions for every expected future request, assuming that the candidate solution for the incoming request being evaluated at the first level is assigned to such a vehicle. In addition, as the second level considers only the insertion positions of one of the expected requests \( (h) \) provided a candidate solution for the incoming request \( S^0(k) \), the second level fitness, namely, \( f_{2nd\text{level}}(k) \), considers the following objective function for every candidate solution:

\[
f_{2nd\text{level}}(k) = \sum_{j=1}^{F} (C_j(k + 2) - C_j(k + 1))_{S^0(k), h}.
\]

Next, we describe the two-level HPC-EA-DRS algorithm that uses modules (see Figure 3) that in general will be different depending on the chosen evolutionary algorithm (these modules are described in Online Appendix B available as supplemental material at http://dx.doi.org/10.1287/trsc.2014.0569).

The HPC-EA-DRS is as follows:

**Step (0).** Call function \( \text{InitializeParameters} \) of the selected evolutionary algorithm.

**Step (1).** Suppose that the predefined sequence set \( S(k-1) \) is known. A new service request (call) enters the system. The first level of the algorithm then starts and the first level counter is set to \( g_1 = 0 \). The modules \( \text{InitPopulation} \) and \( \text{ObtainSequence} \) are used to generate a set of \( n \) potential sequences \( S^0(k) \), with \( l: 1, 2, \ldots, n \). Note that \( \left\lceil n/F \right\rceil \) candidate solutions are associated with each vehicle, which means that the insertion of the new call falls in the specific vehicle sequence \( (F \) is the fleet size).

**Step (2).** For each candidate sequence \( S^0(k) \), \( H(k+1) \) probable requests are considered. Then, the second level of the algorithm starts and the second level counter is set to \( g_2 = 0 \). \( \text{InitPopulation} \) and then \( \text{ObtainSequence} \) are applied to generate \( n \) potential sequences \( S^0(k+1) \), for each probable request pattern \( h: 1, 2, \ldots, H(k+1) \).

**Step (3).** Provided that \( S^0(k) \) is known, evaluate the fitness function \( f_{2nd\text{level}}(k) \), defined in (10), for all potential feasible sequences \( S^0(k+1) \). If \( S^0(k+1) \) or \( S^0(k) \) are unfeasible in terms of the capacity of the vehicle or precedence, penalize its fitness (if a repair method is considered, the unfeasible solutions in terms of precedence constraints are repaired using \( \text{ObtainSequence} \); thus, at this point the sequence is feasible, at least in precedence).

**Step (4).** If an ending criterion (maximum number of iterations) is satisfied, then proceed to Step 5, and return best solutions for every probable request. Otherwise, use the function \( \text{EvolutionaryStage} \) to update the particles or individuals. By using the function \( \text{ObtainSequence} \), the sequences \( S^0(k+1) \), for each probable request pattern \( h: 1, 2, \ldots, H(k+1) \) are generated \( g_2 = g_2 + 1 \). Go back to Step 3.

**Step (5).** At this step, the second level ends and we go back to the first level. Given that \( S^0(k) \) is known and the solutions for \( S^0(k+1) \), \( h: 1, 2, \ldots, H(k+1) \) are obtained in Step 3, the objective function \( f_{1st\text{level}}(k) \), in this case considering two steps ahead, is evaluated and used as the fitness function. If \( S^0(k) \) is unfeasible, penalize it.

**Step (6).** If a termination criterion (maximum number of iterations of Steps 2–6) is satisfied, then STOP, and return the best solution found. Otherwise, by using the function \( \text{EvolutionaryStage} \), the positions and the velocities of all particles for \( l: 1, 2, \ldots, n \) are updated. Using \( \text{ObtainSequence} \), \( S^0(k) \), \( l: 1, 2, \ldots, n \), are generated \( g_1 = g_1 + 1 \). Go back to Step 2.

Next, we present the different evolutionary algorithm strategies, which are used as a part of this ad-hoc algorithm.

### 3.2. Evolutionary Algorithms for the HPC-EA-DRS

The evolutionary algorithms used in the HPC-EA-DRS are described in this section, including its basics and the actual operators according to the HPC formulation for the DPDP.

First, we highlight the PSO algorithm, which is based on a particle swarm that represents a population of candidate solutions (Kennedy and Eberhart 2001). The particles are initialized randomly, and then they move iteratively within the search space in order to find new solutions. The particles have a fitness associated with the solution quality, usually given by the objective function to be optimized. Each particle \( i \) is
characterized by a position, a velocity, its best previous position, and the best position among all of the particles belonging to the swarm. The particles are updated (they move) according to their cognitive and social behavior. The above description of PSO was originally conceived to solve continuous problems. In this work, we adapted the standard PSO configuration in order to add integer variables in the solution.

The second solver we explore is GA (Man, Tang, and Kwong 1998). It is based on biological evolution, and uses inherited operators such as mutation, selection, and crossover. In particular, the optimization variables in the HPC formulation of DPDP are discrete, and therefore the binary encoding is not necessary. In other words, the genes of the individuals (feasible solutions) are given directly by the integer optimization variables. In addition, gradient computations are not necessary as in conventional nonlinear optimization solvers, which saves significant computation time. Pseudocodes of both GA and PSO algorithms are presented in Online Appendix C.

Based on the standard PSO and GA methods, nine different cases are considered in this work, depending on the encoding and constraint handling methods. Two of these cases were previously proposed in Sáez, Cortés, and Núñez (2008) and Cortés et al. (2009), and the other seven are new ad-hoc implementations.

In these algorithms, each member of the population represents a candidate solution for the insertion positions of a request for a given vehicle. Each particle or individual (particle and individual are the typical nomenclature for candidate solutions in the PSO and GA literature, respectively) has two coordinates; the first represents the pickup position and the second represents the delivery position in the sequence of a single vehicle (no-swapping of stops is assumed as in Sáez, Cortés, and Núñez 2008; Cortés, Sáez, and Núñez 2008; Cortés et al. 2009). Particles or individuals are encoded by \( x = (x_1, x_2) \), which represent a candidate solution. PSO algorithms can be used with continuous or discrete particles whose coordinates are of the form \( x = (x_1, x_2) \in \mathbb{R} \) or \( x = (x_1, x_2) \in \mathbb{N} \), respectively. In the case of GA, the coordinates of each individual are directly discrete, and therefore in such a case we considered \( x = (x_1, x_2) \in \mathbb{N} \). Hereafter in the paper, \( R \) and \( N \) represent the sets of real and integer numbers, respectively.

Recall that the insertion positions are defined as \( \theta = (pu, de) \), where \( pu \) represents the position of the pickup, and \( de \) is the position of the delivery. A feasible insertion requires three conditions. First, the pickup and delivery positions have to be consistent with the length of the sequence; second, the pickup position in the sequence will always precede the delivery position; and third, the capacity constraint must be satisfied.

For instance, if we use a real-valued particle representation for vehicle \( j \), a particle is encoded as \( x = (x_1, x_2) = (0.7, 3.8) \). To decode such a particle, we simply approximate each coordinate to the upper integer to obtain the insertion positions \( \theta = (pu, de) = (1, 4) \).

In this paper, three strategies are used for dealing with solutions that do not satisfy the precedence constraint (pickup before delivery) that appear by the generation of individuals/particles of GA and PSO:

—Penalty approach (called \( P \)). In this case, a penalization term is added to the objective function when some solutions (individuals/particles) generate unfeasible sequences. Specifically, a hard penalization is used by including a very high weighing factor in computing the fitness of the unfeasible solutions, regardless of the distance to the feasible region.

—Repair strategy (R1). The Baldwinian evolution (Hinton and Nowlan 1987) is considered to repair unfeasible individuals just for evaluation purposes, although they are not modified in the population. Then, the population is a mix of feasible and unfeasible individuals.

—Repair strategy (R2). Lamarckian evolution (Ackley and Littman 1994) is used to repair an unfeasible solution into a feasible one, which replaces the original unfeasible option in the population. Then, all members of the population are feasible.

The details of the entire repair procedure are presented in Online Appendix B, function Obtain-Sequence. Candidate solutions that do not satisfy the capacity constraint are always penalized.

According to the encoding and handling options of unfeasible solutions, six versions of PSO and three versions of GA are used: P-PSO-R, R1-PSO-R, R2-PSO-R, P-PSO-N, R1-PSO-N, R2-PSO-N, P-GA, R1-GA, and R2-GA. The prefixes P, R1, and R2 indicate the handling technique for unfeasible solutions based on penalization P, R1 for Baldwinian repair, and R2 Lamarckian repair, respectively. The suffixes R and N indicate that solutions are encoded in a continuous or integer domain, respectively. R2-GA was proposed in Sáez, Cortés, and Núñez (2008) and R1-PSO-R was proposed in Cortés et al. (2009).

3.3. Parameter Tuning for the HPC-EA-DRS

Several studies have reported the optimization of parameter tuning for PSO and GA. Most of these studies cover cognitive, social parameters, and inertia weights in case of PSO; mutation, crossover rates, and selective pressure parameters for GA. These studies offer recommended parameter sets, recognizing that these are problem dependent. Then, we perform a sensitivity analysis of these parameters; however, the obtained standard deviations turned out to be too large in order to draw any conclusions. Because of that, we decided to use a manually tuned set of
parameters for GA and a set of recommended parameters for PSO.

With regard to the remaining parameters, namely, population size and number of generations, in the literature we found studies that solve static problems (off-line mode, with no strict requirement on computation time), where the number of iterations is chosen large enough for the algorithm to converge. Besides, the population size is chosen large enough to perform a global search, without making the algorithm excessively slow. The problem faced here is dynamic, so the computational burden is very relevant. In general, because of the complexity of the system, there is no time to let the algorithms converge, and then the number of particles and maximum number of iterations are critical to the algorithm performance.

In this section, we propose a methodology to tune the remaining two parameters: the population size and the number of generations, by means of a multiobjective approach. The goal of this approach is to find the best set of combinations of these parameters in terms of quality of the solutions and computation time. Since accuracy and computation resources are clearly opposite, a multiobjective approach is proposed to set the value of these parameters. The multiobjective problem we solve is the following:

\[
\min_{n, g} \{ t_{n, g}, J_{P_{n, g}} \}
\]

\[\text{s.t. } (n, g) \in P, \]

(11)

where \( n \) is the population size, \( g \) is the number of generations, \( P \) is the search domain of \( n \) and \( g \). The mean computation time required for the optimization problem of each incoming request is \( t_{n, g} \), using a population size \( n \) and number of generations \( g \). The mean total cost of the system is \( J_{P_{n, g}} \) (which is a measure of the performance of the system), comprising the effective travel and waiting times for users and operational costs of the operator during the whole period of simulation, using a population size \( n \) and number of generations \( g \). Given the stochastic nature of the algorithms, several replications are conducted considering every combination of parameters to find the mean values of the total cost \( J_{P_{n, g}} \) and computation time \( t_{n, g} \).

The solution of the multiobjective problem is a region \( P_3 \) called Pareto optimal set. The set of all objective function values corresponding to solutions in the Pareto optimal set is known as Pareto optimal front \( P_3 = \{ (t_{n, g}, J_{P_{n, g}}) : (n, g) \in P_3 \} \). Figure 4 shows a graphical example of the multiobjective problem presented above, where the Pareto front is highlighted.

In Figure 4, any solution \( X^i = \{ n^i, g^i \} \) that belongs to the Pareto optimal set is not dominated by any other \( X^j = \{ n^j, g^j \} \). For example, \( X^1 = \{ n^1, g^1 \} \) does not belong to the Pareto optimal set as it is dominated by \( X^2 = \{ n^2, g^2 \} \). Notice that the number of function evaluations \( (n \cdot g) \) is not the only determining factor for the quality of the solutions. It also depends on the design of the algorithms. In fact, larger population sizes are chosen to favor a global search, while more generations are used to get solutions that are more refined. Then, there might be combinations of population sizes and number of generations that evaluate few objective functions and reach better quality solutions than other combinations that evaluate more candidate solutions. The former are optimal configurations in the Pareto set, and the latter are dominated solutions. Then, with the multiobjective approach, we can find the optimal configurations that allow finding the best solutions in the least possible computational time.

Once the Pareto set has been found, a single combination must be chosen according to some criterion. A natural one is to define a bound for the computation, and then the chosen combination of population size and number of generations is the one that finds the best solutions in the allowed time.

4. Simulation Experiments

4.1. Comparison of HPC-EA-DRS Methodologies

A discrete-event system simulation for a two-hour period is conducted in order to evaluate the performance of the proposed control methodology to dynamically decide the best route of vehicles according to the incoming demand, and in particular, to compare the different configurations of the considered evolutionary algorithms (GA and PSO). The scheme considers a fleet of nine small vehicles, each with space for four passengers. Dispatch and routing decisions are made by the controller in real time.
Although service requests are unknown, the average system pattern is assumed known from historical data, obtained from the average demand measured over the preceding week.

In the case study, four different future requests are considered between 7:00 and 7:59 a.m., and four more between 8:00 and 8:59 a.m. Each of these future requests triggers the discrete event model at an instant $\tau$, and corresponds to the request that is optimized during the second level optimization (two-step ahead). Because the generated requests are just predictions, the calculated “near-optimal” sequences for such requests are not used for the dispatcher, meaning that only the sequence $S(k)$ for the effective current call is applied to the system.

The demand patterns and their probabilities are shown in Figure 5 and were determined by the zoning method used in Cortés et al. (2009).

We consider an urban service area of approximately 81 km$^2$. The vehicles are assumed to travel straight between stops at an average speed of 20 km/hr over the region. The experiment is repeated 30 times for each case of analysis (each configuration or PSO and GA), testing different demand requests that follow the pattern in Figure 5. The relevant indicators we measure are the average total cost in terms of waiting time, travel time, and operational cost for the entire two-hour period and the average computation time for solving the optimization problem associated with the insertion decision of every incoming request, as shown in Table 1. These tests were conducted using 10 generations and 10 individuals in the evolutionary algorithms used within the HPC-EA-DRS method. The considered configurations of evolutionary algorithms are (as introduced in §3.2): P-PSO-R, R1-PSO-R, R2-PSO-R, P-PSO-N, R1-PSO-N, R2-PSO-N, P-GA, R1-GA, and R2-GA.

Our routines for all proposed algorithms based on PSO and GA were coded in Matlab, including the different configurations explained above. The equipment utilized for the implementation of the routines is an iMac CPU Intel Core i3 (3.2 GHz, 4 GB).

---

**Table 1** Simulation Statistics for the Proposed Algorithms for Control the Dial-a-Ride System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EA configuration</th>
<th>Total cost statistics</th>
<th>Computation time statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-PSO-N</td>
<td>6,818.9</td>
<td>7,214.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1-PSO-N</td>
<td>6,809.0</td>
<td>7,136.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2-PSO-N</td>
<td>6,800.1</td>
<td>7,041.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-PSO-R</td>
<td>6,846.5</td>
<td>7,123.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1-PSO-R</td>
<td>6,823.6</td>
<td>7,168.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2-PSO-R</td>
<td>6,810.6</td>
<td>7,078.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-GA</td>
<td>6,787.3</td>
<td>7,022.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1-GA</td>
<td>6,803.0</td>
<td>7,039.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2-GA</td>
<td>6,796.8</td>
<td>6,898.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We observe that in terms of performance, the GA strategies provide better solutions than the PSO strategies. Nevertheless, GA takes twice as much time as PSO does, which supports our preference for PSO-based algorithms, mainly in case of projecting this methodology to potential real implementations. In fact, a real-time application might not justify the marginal increase in the quality of the solutions (Table 1) when considering the trade-off between solution quality and computational burden.

Table 2: Comparison Between PSO-N and PSO-R Strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Extra computation time [%]</th>
<th>Total cost increase [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-PSO</td>
<td>11.38</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1-PSO</td>
<td>7.67</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2-PSO</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Comparison Between Penalty and Repair Strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Extra computation time [%]</th>
<th>Total cost decrease [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1-PSO-N</td>
<td>66.30</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1-PSO-R</td>
<td>60.75</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2-PSO-N</td>
<td>53.28</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2-PSO-R</td>
<td>40.40</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1-GA</td>
<td>−8.32</td>
<td>−0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2-GA</td>
<td>17.55</td>
<td>−0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For this combination of population size and generations, we conclude that PSO-N configurations perform better than PSO-R configurations. This result is reasonable considering the discrete nature of the optimization problem. In that sense, one might expect GA to perform well for this problem given its discrete encoding, although as mentioned above the computation time required for PSO is significantly less than that required for GA, which can be a determinant in the context of a real-time dispatch scheme where decisions need to be made fast enough in order to make the system work.

In Table 3, a comparison between the constraint handling techniques for PSO and GA is presented. We observe that for the PSO configurations, the schemes with repair result in better solutions than those with penalty, although they require longer computation times (Table 3). This happens because the stages involved in procedures with repair are capable of testing more candidate solutions than those with penalty. It is not clear then which strategy is better, considering the observed trade-off between computational time and objective function values. Note that this behavior does not apply to GA. The GA configuration with penalty is the best in terms of objective function. In this case, this approach seems to guide the population toward the optimum in a better fashion than the other constraint handling techniques, which result in better solutions.

4.2. Parameter Tuning for PSO and GA in the HPC-EA-DRS Methodology

As stated before, R2-PSO-N and R2-GA have been chosen for parameter tuning. The parameters considered are the population size and number of generations. We consider 50 replications of each case, in order to find the mean computation time and mean total cost for each combination of the parameters. Both population size and number of generations vary in the range between 5 and 20. The Pareto front and other suboptimal combinations of population sizes and generations for both methods are presented graphically in Figure 6 and in detail in Table 4.

From Table 4 we appreciate that five out of the 11 points in the Pareto set associated with the R2-PSO-N configuration correspond to the smallest tested population size 5. The quality of the solutions for these points increases very fast with respect to the computation time, whereas in combinations with larger populations it increases very slowly. Moreover, the solution with 8 individuals and 11 iterations looks like a knee point. Note that the influence of the demand prediction, which is inherently stochastic, could cause some results not to follow the expected behavior. For example, the combination of 20 individuals and 20 generations should result in the best performance, which is not the case as it does not appear in the Pareto front (Table 4).

For the R2-GA strategy, we cannot observe a clear knee point as before. In addition, the points in the
Pareto optimal set are uniformly distributed for different population sizes (Table 5). This is very different from the case of R2-PSO-N, where almost half of the points correspond to the shortest population size available.

R2-PSO-N is faster than R2-GA for equal populations and generations. This is because R2-PSO-N evaluates fewer candidate solutions than R2-GA. To understand this, note that the fitness of tested solutions are stored so that it is not necessary to compute them again when a solution is repeated. Besides, it is known that PSO converges faster than GA (Nedjah and Macedo-Mourelle 2006), implying that some candidate solutions are more likely to be repeated (as the problem is discrete). Then, for a given population size and number of generations, PSO evaluates fewer candidate solutions, and therefore it runs faster.

From Figure 6, we can also notice that for a given computation time value, we always find a R2-PSO-N case that performs better than any R2-GA case. Conversely, for a given total cost value, we always find a R2-PSO-N case that is faster than any R2-GA implementation. Finally, for any R2-GA case, we can always find a R2-PSO-N case that runs faster and find a better performance as well. From these observations, we can say that the R2-PSO heuristic is more efficient than R2-GA-N for the described problem.

Finally, we have to say that in real implementations of a dial-a-ride system, one necessary condition is that the solution must be obtained quick enough to become acceptable for the service provider. In this case, we can easily choose the parameters that reach the best solutions in a reasonably short time. Thus, for example, in PSO, if we use a maximum decision time of 10 seconds for every request as a criterion, we can choose five individuals and 17 generations, which reaches the best mean total cost (6,782 min) among those reachable in a computation time that is less than 10 seconds (8.18 s).

### 4.3. HPC-EA-DRS with Different Fleet Size

Next, in order to see how extendable the results to other configurations of dial-a-ride systems are, we conduct some tests under different scenarios. The experiment considers different fleet sizes. A total of seven and 11 vehicles were tested to verify the properties of the algorithms R2-GA and R2-PSO-N. Figure 7 with the corresponding Tables 6 and 7 are the results for the case study with seven vehicles, and Figure 8 with Tables 8 and 9 comprises the results of 11 vehicles.

As can be seen in the results, in all cases the systematic better performances of R2-PSO-N in terms of Pareto optimal solutions with respect to R2-GA remains. The case study selected in the previous section represents a good example to show the characteristics of the algorithms. We can expect similar results under different fleet sizes for dial-a-ride set ups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4</th>
<th>Optimal Parameters Found for R2-PSO-N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pareto optimal set for R2-PSO-N (9 Vehicles)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population size</td>
<td>Number of generations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5</th>
<th>Optimal Parameters Found for R2-GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pareto optimal set for R2-GA (9 Vehicles)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population size</td>
<td>Number of generations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4. Comparison of HPC-EA-DRS with a Double-Horizon Heuristic

In this section, the proposed HPC-EA-DRS strategy is compared with a state-of-the-art heuristic method based on a double-horizon-based strategy (Mitrovic-Minic, Krishnamurti, and Laporte 2004) for solving the dynamic pickup and delivery problem. A double-horizon heuristic solves a dynamic problem assuming that the distribution of the probable future requests is unknown. The heuristic method considers the necessity of making good short-term decisions without experiencing adverse long-term effects. At the short-term stage, a static optimization is performed with the objective of minimizing the cost of serving the incoming request (coming up in real time). At the long-term stage, the aim is to provide enough room (slack) for making future insertions easier. The heuristic originally is designed for solving a DPDP version with time windows, and therefore, in the long-term the goal is to maximize the slack time to make insertion easier. In our formulation however, there are no explicit time windows; in this case the most important constraint is given by the capacity in the vehicles; therefore, our aim is in providing enough room to satisfy future requests at a good level of service.

Table 6 Optimal Parameters Found for R2-PSO-N

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population size</th>
<th>Number of generations</th>
<th>Mean computation time per request [s]</th>
<th>Mean total cost [min]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.403</td>
<td>10,343.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.100</td>
<td>9,894.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6.546</td>
<td>9,775.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7.742</td>
<td>9,708.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8.614</td>
<td>9,505.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13.185</td>
<td>9,503.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14.755</td>
<td>9,475.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19.352</td>
<td>9,428.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>24.430</td>
<td>9,381.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7 Optimal Parameters Found for R2-GA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population size</th>
<th>Number of generations</th>
<th>Mean computation time per request [s]</th>
<th>Mean total cost [min]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11.133</td>
<td>9,889.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20.680</td>
<td>9,587.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>29.734</td>
<td>9,479.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18.153</td>
<td>9,603.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>50.666</td>
<td>9,380.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25.234</td>
<td>9,486.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>62.077</td>
<td>9,350.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30.260</td>
<td>9,459.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>45.711</td>
<td>9,395.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>57.105</td>
<td>9,372.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>35.917</td>
<td>9,398.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
shows the different parameters (K half (rounded up) of the stops sequence. Table 10 erly tuned; the long-term horizon starts at the 2nd N with eight individuals and 11 iterations (the knee based on the results of §4.2 corresponding to R2-PSO-implementation, we run the case with nine vehicles optimization of the incoming request and the sec-defined in (8). The first term of (13) implies a static long-term optimization stage then will aim at penalizing sequences where the vehicle load is beyond a certain threshold.

Based on preliminary testing, we realized that the best results are obtained when the static problem is solved for the entire horizon, and the long-term goal acts as a penalization. In such a case, the objective function for the double-horizon heuristic is given by

$$\min_{\hat{L}\in\Omega L} \sum_{j=1}^{F} (\hat{C}_j(k+1) - \hat{C}_j(k))$$

(12)

with

$$\hat{C}_j(k+1) = C_j(k+1) + \sum_{i=\ell_j^{\text{long-term}}}^{w_j(k+1)} K \max(\hat{L}_j^{i-1}(k+1) - L_{min} + 1, 0),$$

(13)

where $C_j(k+1)$ is the same specification as that defined in (8). The first term of (13) implies a static optimization of the incoming request and the second term penalizes the case of vehicle loads equal or greater than a parameter $L_{min,r}$ proportionally to both $K$ and $\hat{L}_j^{i-1}(k+1) - L_{min} + 1$.

For comparing this heuristic method with our implementation, we run the case with nine vehicles based on the results of §4.2 corresponding to R2-PSO-N with eight individuals and 11 iterations (the knee point). For the double-horizon heuristic penalty, the parameter factor $K$ and load threshold $L_{min}$ are properly tuned; the long-term horizon starts at the 2nd half (rounded up) of the stops sequence. Table 10 shows the different parameters ($K$ and $L_{min}$) tuned with 2,000 randomly generated sequences. From the table, the best parameters for the heuristic are given by $K = 10, L_{min} = 4$.

The mean performances and computational times for 2,000 randomly generated sequences are presented in Table 11, considering that the one-step-ahead method, R2-PSO-N and the double-horizon heuristic with their optimal settings (by tuning the different parameters of each specification) are used to control the system. We can observe that both R2-PSO-N and the double-horizon heuristic offer an improvement over the (myopic) one-step-ahead method; however, it is clear that the R2-PSO-N implementation gain is considerably larger than that of the double-horizon heuristic (almost 10% against 1.34%). The extra improvement requires of course more computation resources mainly involved in the prediction of future events phase, as shown in the table. However, the computation time spent by R2-PSO-N is still within reasonable ranges for a real-time implementation, which remains bounded and under control because of the nature of the EA algorithms we implemented.

5. Conclusions and Final Remarks

In this paper, we develop an ad-hoc methodology (HPC-EA-DRS) to solve the HPC formulation for the dial-a-ride system based on generic evolutionary algorithms. The formalization of the methodology is valid for a large variety of evolutionary algorithms as well as other heuristics of similar characteristics, and is based on generic operations performed by the evolutionary algorithms. In this work, we show nine specific implementations of the evolutionary algorithms (PSO and GA), including repair and penalty approaches that result in several variants of
the generic operations in the HPC-EA-DRS to handle the specific constraints of the problem behind the real-time operation of a dial-a-ride service provider. Using a first combination of population size and number of generations, we found that PSO with integer encoding and Larmarkian repair performs the best for the studied applications. The results are reasonable considering the embedded integral nature of most of the variables that describe a dial-a-ride system under an HPC scheme, such as that previously proposed by the authors.

With regard to the studied evolutionary algorithms (PSO and GA), we identified some configurations that run faster than others although they lose accuracy in performance. Thus, the strategy that is suitable for a specific application will strongly depend on the final objective pursued by the dispatcher. For instance, if decisions have to be made in a very short time (real time), we probably will choose the fastest available option regardless of the accuracy of the obtained solution (with different encoding and constraint handling methods).

With regard to the observed trade-off between accuracy and computation, we proposed a multiobjective approach for tuning the parameters of any strategy implementation, considering computation time and performance as the conflicting objectives. The output of the analysis is the set of combination of parameters that belong to the Pareto optimal set. This approach is applied to the R2-PSO-N and R2-GA-based solution methods. The analysis allows comparing both strategies, as well as defining the optimal parameter setting according to a predefined criterion, such as the presence of a knee point or a maximum allowed computation time. It is shown that PSO strategies are more efficient than those based on GA, because the former are faster and more accurate. We believe that PSO performs better than GA because the search heuristic of PSO is more suitable to the analyzed problem, which is clearly reflected by the fact that PSO finds better solutions, even evaluating fewer candidates. In addition, we tested our best implementation against a well-known heuristic method from the literature, obtaining much better performance from our method in case of adding prediction to the optimization scheme, at the expense of a higher (although controllable) computational cost.

In further research, we expect to test the methodology and calibrate the parameters for real-size dial-a-ride configurations. Other methods and heuristics, such as differential evolution, will also be developed and contrasted with the best PSO implementations. Possible extensions in the way the continuous solutions are converted into an integer version are also topics to be investigated in the future.
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Appendix A
The vehicle load behavior is obtained using the following state space model:

\[ E[L_j(k+1)/k] = \hat{L}_j(k+1) = A_L L_j(k) + B_L(S_j(k)), \]

where the corresponding matrices in (7) are

\[
A_L = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ 1 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ 1 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \end{bmatrix}_{(w_j(k)+1) \times 1},
\]

\[
B_L(S_j(k))_{(w_j(k)+1) \times 1} = B_L^2 \cdot (S_j(k) \cdot B_L^1);
\]

\[
B_L^1 = \begin{bmatrix} 1 \\ -1 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}_{1 \times 4} \quad ; \quad B_L^2 = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ 1 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ 1 & 1 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ 1 & 1 & \cdots & 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix}_{(w_j(k)+1) \times (w_j(k)+1)}.
\]

Both the vehicle sequence matrix \( S_j(k) \) and the expected load vector \( \hat{L}_j(k+1) \), change their dimension dynamically by adding two rows when a new request occurs. Therefore, the matrix dimensions of \( A_L, B_L^1, B_L^2 \) are variable. The matrix \( B_L^2 \) is designed to remove the last two columns of the sequence vector, which are not necessary for representing load changes from step \( k \) to step \( k+1 \). On the other hand, when a request is satisfied, the first row of the sequence is eliminated. In fact, the adaptive behavior is captured by these techniques of expansion and reduction of matrix size.

The vehicle departure time behavior is obtained by using the same methodology. Analytically,

\[ E[T_j(k+1)/k] = \hat{T}_j(k+1) = A_T \cdot T_j(k) + B_T(S_j(k)), \]

where

\[
B_T(S_j(k))_{(w_j(k)+1) \times 1} = B_T^2 \cdot (S_j(k) \cdot B_T^1);
\]

\[
A_T = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ 1 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ 1 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \end{bmatrix}_{(w_j(k)+1) \times 1},
\]

\[
B_T^1 = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \\ 1 \end{bmatrix}_{3 \times 1} \quad ; \quad B_T^2 = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 & \cdots & 0 \\ \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \end{bmatrix}_{(w_j(k)+1) \times (w_j(k)+1)}.
\]

As in the load state space model, the matrices \( A_T, B_T^1, B_T^2 \) change their dimensions dynamically.
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